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Outcome: 
a) I would like to see the traffic flow data retaken to be truly representative of current, 

post Covid traffic flows.
b) I would like to see current, accurate photographs in all reports

Traffic Management – refer photographs page 5 and 6

Messmate Road is very narrow, refer traffic impact assessment December 2021 Beveridge 
Williams.  This assessment states the northern end is 3.7m wide.  (Messmate Road is not flat it 
has large drains / culverts and uneven ground on either side).  A standard truck that would be 
accessing the development is 2.5m wide. This does not leave any room for oncoming traffic to 
pass, and importantly as there are no footpaths, leaves no room for families, cyclists, dog 
walkers etc to safely walk from the new development to access the town centre, bus stops or 
the Bass Coast trail. The traffic management statement states that ‘the bus stop’ (which is near 
the town centre), ‘can only be accessed by a private vehicle’ – refer Clause 2.5 on page 13. 
This is diametrically opposed to all current health and environmental initiatives which are 
appropriately pleading with us to ditch the car. 

The assessment cl 4.8.2 refers to a 5m substandard roundabout which is supposed to be shown 
in Appendix D of the document however I can only see an outdated photo of that intersection 
showing a change in give way signs. I cannot see any reference to the 5m substandard 
roundabout option.

This 5-way intersection is already dangerous due to the way the roads are offset, and the gravel 
covers all road line markings.  The give way sign on Messmate can be difficult to see as it is 
located a short distance from the intersection, and at times people skid on the gravel into the 
intersection, so this is an issue even with the is the current traffic volume.  

The report also relies heavily on the SIDRA model, including the 10-year modelling numbers. 
The traffic data collected was during heavy restrictions of Covid 19 and hence are 
fundamentally flawed. Kilcunda is a tourist town/holiday destination, a true reflection of traffic 
flow needs to be taken during the holiday period.  With current traffic conditions it can take 
several minutes to be able to safely turn right onto Bass Hwy from Peppermint Rd and that is 
without the proposed massive development. This data needs to be based on current traffic 
volumes and needs to be reviewed. 

Further in the report it states that footpaths will be installed. These need to meet minimum 
guidelines laid out in AUSTROADs link below and need to be installed prior to any lots being 
developed as per above to ensure these important works are finalised before the development 
of the blocks commence.

Guide to Road Design Part 6A: Paths for Walking and Cycling
https://austroads.com.au/publications/road-design/agrd06a

https://austroads.com.au/publications/road-design/agrd06a
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Outcomes
With the projected 1040 more cars to come through this intersection a series traffic 
management review must take place prior to the development commencing.

I would expect an amendment to be issued showing the option of the substandard roundabout 
before anyone can proceed to make an informed decision. 

The existing section of Messmate Rd must be widened, finished with bitumen, culverts 
enclosed prior to the development commencing. Otherwise, if the developer gets into financial 
difficulty the current residents will be left with an untenable situation.

I reiterate that the upgrades to the road and paths of the existing Messmate Rd need to be 
carried out prior to the 1st stage of the development.  Many large building/development firms 
are declaring bankruptcy in unprecedented numbers as highlighted in the ABC news article 23rd 
August 2022. “Since the end of last year, the list of builders going under, across the nation has 
been growing.

Some of the big names to fall include: Probuild, PlanBuild, Condev Construction, Hotondo Homes 
Hobart, Willoughby Homes, BA Murphy, Inside Out Construction, Home Innovation Builders, 
Privium, Dyldam Developments, ABD Group, New Sensation Homes, Next, Pindan Group, Pivotal 
Homes, Waterford Homes, Snowdon Developments, Solido Builders, Langford Jones Homes, 
Affordable Modular Homes, Statement Builders, Blay Builders Wulfrun Construction, 
Westernport Constructions, FSA Services Group and Blint Builders.”

Full link to article below.
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-08-23/greed-construction-loss-making-boom-sees-
builders-collapse/101334170

Number of lots 
The 2021 census highlights, population of Kilcunda was 578, average number of residents per 
household, 2.2 and number of cars per household. Was ???? 

Outcome
Due to the current population of Kilcunda, I feel 104 lots with a potential population of 228 
(based on the 2021 census residents per household) is a gross, excessive over development and 
should be reduced to a ‘reasonable’ number of lots. I will defer to experienced town planners 
to discern what is reasonable.

Building heights - refer Viewline Sectional plan 
Almost the entire portion of the development can be built to the height of 8m. Hence this large 
quantity of homes built to this height will be out of character with the current mix of Kilcunda’s 
home which are both single and two storey which is in keeping with the coastal vibe.  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-08-23/greed-construction-loss-making-boom-sees-builders-collapse/101334170
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-08-23/greed-construction-loss-making-boom-sees-builders-collapse/101334170
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Outcome – 
Reduce 8m height allowance on 50% of the blocks.

Bushfire Management
Outcome - All recommendations to be implemented as per Bushfire Management report 
authored by Deanne Smith 22/12/21.

Stormwater flow and discharge
I fully concur with the objections raised by the author/s in the publicised objections in relation 
to stormwater.

Sewerage / Water supply
Does the existing sewerage infrastructure have the capacity to deal with a couple of hundred 
more residents?

Outcome 
The responsible authority to advise if the existing sewerage /water supply network can cope 
with the influx of at least  228 more people.

In closing, I fell this is a massive overdevelopment of the site which will destroy the ideal quiet 
life experienced by residents of Kilcunda. This huge increase in number of people in locality will 
totally overwhelm the very small number of facilities (including the very small post office) that 
Kilcunda has to offer residents and tourists. 

There is minimal contribution to the infrastructure of the area., a couple of park benches doted 
around is not enough. This is a greenfield site that could be developed with sensitivity to the 
environs and overtime be a role model development.

I regularly see local teenagers cycling to the beach carrying a surfboard and wetsuit on their 
bike. This will soon become impossible to witness if 1040 vehicles are ripping through the small 
5-way intersection. 

Unfortunately, this development seems to be about profit for the developer/s and no 
consideration for the residents and visitors of Kilcunda.

See photos below on page 5
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 From Peppermint Rd looking North, highlights lack of visible road markings and give way signs 
which are difficult to see. Gravel which has transgressed into the intersection is apparent.

From Messmate Rd looking south highlights lack of visible road markings and give way signs 
which are difficult to see.
 




